Why should you take part in our
Erasmus MOOS-Online course?
 P
racticing English
 M
eeting new people
 K
nowing more about other
cultures and countries

What is MOOS-Online?

 T

ravelling

Explained by students for you

 G
etting new experience
 L
earning online
 Following

the courses anywhere at
anytime
 Choosing the courses that you like best

The MOOS project is about the planning,
implementation and experimentation of a
transnational, digital, educational platform
and related principles of “Open Education”
applied to High School level (ages 14 to 18).

lms.moos-online.eu

• Pescara, Italy • Södertälje, Sweden
• Burgos, Spain • Busko – Zdrój, Poland
• Wuppertal, Germany • Hyvinkää, Finland
• Ely, United Kingdom

Why are there so many cultures and countries
involved in the Erasmus PLUS project?
Schools from seven different European countries
are supported by the European Union to produce
courses for the MOOS-Online Platform in
cooperation with each other.
This course could help you write your assign
ment in a better way, you could even get a
higher grade.
You could also learn how to develop your
knowledge and skills in writing essays, in
chemistry, maths, physics and other subjects.

What do you think are we doing in our
Erasmus project?
When you sign in to the Erasmus MOOS platform
you will be able to find courses and lessons
based on different subjects and do them without
any pressure. We’ve created a platform open to
students as well as adults all around Europe. We
create and test different courses so people can
learn by themselves through a simple e-learning
platform. Some cannot leave their homes to
study and some want to expand their learning.
Our aim is to create a better social environment
between all European countries participating in
the project.

A New European Common Curriculum .
Our MOOS project is based on a European
Common Curriculum . It will help you improve
your learning skills and meet new friends from
all over Europe. (European Staff picture below)

How much does it cost?
In whichever country you belong to, education can
be expensive, but now you have the possibility to
learn without any costs. The only thing you need is
access to the internet.

If you have ever felt school to be difficult or if
you have not understood your teachers’ les
sons then you can log in to Erasmus PLUS!
On this website (lms.moos-online.eu)
you could find courses that help you in high school
subjects, for example there is a course on how to
write an argumentative essay.

